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Swimmer's train at a high risk of
avoidable injury 

Research shows:  

67% of elite athletes are injured

annually

4-5 injuries per 1000 sessions in

Div 1 NCAA swimmer's alone

One injury can be the difference

between hitting or missing the

podium 
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[2] 

[3,4] 



But they don't have to... 

Most athletes train with a 20-30% risk of injury 
Risk of illness increases by 50-70% with intensive training loads 
Max workload change week to week is recommended at 10% -
most change 15-30%
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A vast majority of athlete injuries directly relate to training load: 

Effective load monitoring reduces and keeps
this risk below 5%  [1] 

[5,6] 



Mitigating Injury Risk 

Explaining The Science 



Determining the right amount of
training - training load 

Quantifying how much an athlete is training is critical
for optimal performance gain. 

Under-training
Reduces fitness and the body’s
ability to recover after the next
bout of training 

Increases risk of injury; the body
is being stressed at a faster rate
than recovering.  
Also reduces immunity to
illness, increasing risk of more
days not training 
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Over-training



Calculating training load 

Training Load includes both Internal & External load factors 
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What is happening outside the pool, affecting the athlete 

Exam stress, lack of sleep, relationship troubles, etc. 

Rated Perceived Exertion (RPE) is the commonly used metric
for this (0-10 score of how hard a session was) 

External load 

Crudely measured by distance or time swam 

Load = Volume * Intensity 

Volume: Session duration, or total distance swam

Intensity: RPE after the session 

Internal load

What is happening in the pool



Track load consistently over time 

Next we track that load over time, to gauge how load is changing
over time, and measure over vs. under training. 

= 1 week sum of training load 
= 4 week training load sum, averaged to weekly value 

<80% under-training 
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Staying between 80% and 150% will keep likelihood of
injury below 5%  [1] 

>150% danger zone 

Acute to Chronic Workload Ratio (ACWR)

ACWR = Acute / Chronic

Acute
Chronic

130-150% - Over-training



What this looks like 

Keep your athletes between the bands, and in the green!  

Rolling 30-Day Load Graph 

80% ACWR 
(undertraining line) 

150% ACWR 
(overtraining line) 

Daily Load 
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This can be done simply in a spreadsheet.  
Just ask us for the template!

Goal:

Gaps to consider  in manual measurement and analysis: 
Distance is typically based on planned, not actual, distance swam 
Intensity relies on gathering input from each individual athlete, to
record RPE, quickly and accurately  



Optimizing Seasonal Plans for
Increased Athlete Output 

Explaining The Science 



Seasonal plans are well formulated
but rarely iterated on 

Seasonal plans are built to ensure our athletes are in peak
condition for their championship events 

However, what happens in the water frequently doesn’t line up
to the plan 

So, how do we modify the plan based on actual events? 
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Track training output & adaptations
throughout the season, to adjust plan 

"The coach and swimmer should monitor training in all the training zones, because what
the coach and swimmer expect, and what they get, are often very different" 

- Bill Sweetenham & John Atkinson 2003 

We want specific things out of our athletes at different times in the season - but
are we getting them? 

We need athlete output from training to know what adaptations were achieved. 

This enables frequent iteration of seasonal plans to optimize gains. 
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Tracking Training Zones and
Associated Adaptations 

Sets can be broken down into a specific zone which results in a
specific adaptation 

Tracking zones will tell you if they are doing the set properly, and if
they got what they needed to out of the session. 
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Providing a full picture of what each athlete
is getting out of the session 

This can be done In Practice: 

Classify sets into their respective zones based not only on speed, but
also set duration, and rest

Build the overall workout breakdown providing aerobic:anaerobic ratio,
workout adaptation focus, time swum in zone 
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Tracking this forward to modify the plan as
necessary to stay on track 

Post Practice: 

Track quantity of time spent in each zone & align with seasonal plan 

If reality diverges from the plan, iteration is required 

ie. if more anaerobic power than planned for in early season, shift focus
back to aerobic capacity for some time until you’ve balanced 

Individualized zones for more precision: 

Zones can be individualized to a swimmer's speed through lactate
testing
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Benefits: 

Make a plan and stick to it!

Gain better understanding of workout planning for each athlete

Coaches and swimmers converge faster on the meaning and goals of
workouts
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